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LastDay3
Truth Seeker

Posts: 706
Gender:

« on: December 11, 2016, 05:52:26 PM »

Salaam/Peace to All,
here we shall clearly see these most Essential and important Verses (3/81 = 33/78), in this respect,
first of all, now here thus:
==========
81

ALLAH took the Covenant (=Meesaq) of "the Prophets," (saying):

When I gave you the Scripture and the Wisdom, then a "Messenger" will come to you,
confirming/fulfilling what is with you,
so you shall certainly "believe" in him, and you shall certainly "support" him! ........
VVVVVVVV
7 We took from "the Prophets" their Covenant (=Meesaq)
(as it is clearly mentioned in the above Verse, in the first place)
from you (O Muhammad), and from Noah, and Abraham, and Moses, and Jesus, the Son of Mary;
And

We (thus) took from them (above) a solemn Covenant (=Meesaq).

8 So that

HE will surely question the truthfulones about their truthfulness (in this

most specific Issue above),
and

HE has prepared for the "disbelievers" a painful Retribution (therein).

QURAN TESTAMENT 3/81 = 33/78
==========

So due to the Fact that our Lord

ALLAH thus clearly Recommends unto us

to carefully follow the reading of QURAN (=feattabi QURANAHU)

in order to clearly see its PerfectExplanation (=Bayaanahu) by HIM therein (here =75/1819),
so, when we carefully follow this Recommendation above, we clearly see that
these second Verses above (=33/78) are the PerfectExplanation (=Bayaanahu) by our Lord
of that same "Covenant" (="Meesaq")
which is mentioned in these first Verses above (=3/81).
(=QURAN TESTAMENT
("Covenant = Meesaq" perfectlyestablished in (=3/81)
V V V V V V V V 75/1819

V
("Covenant = Meesaq" perfectlyexplained in (=33/78).
===============
*Please, also absolutely note that
these (exact "opposite") key words at the end of those Verses above:
"believe" in him (="latuminunna" bihi)

X

"disbelievers" (="kafireen")

is another PowerfulProof that this "Covenant = Meesaq" here (=33/78)
is absolutely referring to the same "Covenant = Meesaq" here (=3/81), from the very Beginning.
===============

So thus, we can clearly conclude that
after these great "Prophets" (="Nabeyyeen") here:
Muhammad, and Noah, and Abraham, and Moses, and Jesus, (Peace be upon All of Them)
a "Messenger" (="Rasool") would thus absolutely be sent by our Lord

ALLAH

for/in this Final Age now.

QURAN TESTAMENT 3/81 = 33/78
So finally, let us clearly witness the Fact that
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) was already fully aware of
the fundamental Significance of these Verses above,
and thus clearly prophesied about that specific "Messenger" (="Rasool") above,
in one of his most miraculous Prophecies, now here thus:
==========
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said:
If only one Day of this World remained, ALLAH would lengthen that Day,
till HE sends (=in arabic: yab'atha) a "Man" therein who is
from me, from my family (=i.e. his descendant),
whose name will agree with my name (=i.e. "Muhammad" & "Ahmad")
whose father's name will agree with my father's name (=i.e. "Abdullah")
who will fill the Earth with "Equity" and "Justice"
as it has been filled with "chaos" and "discord" (before the Advent of it).

Sunan Abi Dawud, Book 38, Hadith 4
==========

ALLAH

Please, certainly note that this specific verb:
...... till HE (ALLAH) sends (=in arabic: yab'atha) a "Man" ......
in the above most miraculous Prophecy of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him)
is specifically used also in QURAN, in the first place, therein, when it refers to:
...... till HE (ALLAH) sends (=in arabic: yab'atha) a "Messenger" ......
here: Sura Qasas 59, Mumin 34, from the very Beginning!

So now, let us clearly follow this same Essential Principle perfectly Recommended unto us
by our Lord

ALLAH above (=75/1719),

and try to clearly find the Perfect Answer of this most essential Question, in this respect, here:
Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) is the "Seal/Final" (="Khatama") of (which) "Prophets"?

continues in the next post
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

Re: Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) is the "Seal/Final" (="Khatama") of (which)
Prophets?

LastDay3
Truth Seeker

Posts: 706
Gender:

« Reply #1 on: December 11, 2016, 07:47:48 PM »

==========
40 Muhammad is not the father of any of your men, but he was the "Messenger" (="Rasool") of ALLAH
and the "Seal/Final" (="Khatama") of "the Prophets" (="alNabeyyeen").
And

ALLAH is FullyAware of all things.

QURAN TESTAMENT 33/40
==========

So, we should absolutely know this, in this respect, first of all, here:
==========
27 And We granted him (=i.e. "Abraham") (his son) "Isaac" and (his grandson) "Jacob,"
and We made within his progeny (=i.e. thus within this specific Ancestral line above:
i.e. "Abraham" and "Isaac" and "Jacob" above) "the Prophethood" (="alNubuwwat") and
the Scripture. .........
QURAN TESTAMENT 29/27
==========
thus all of those Semitic Prophets (=e.g. Moses, David, Jesus, and all Others here: 4/164165)
have been sent by our Lord

ALLAH perfectly within this specific Ancestral line above:

i.e. they were all

descendants of "Abraham" and "Isaac" and "Jacob" above, from the very beginning,
and all of those Arabic Prophets (=e.g. Muhammad, Salih, Shuayb, and all Others here: 4/164165)

and all of those Arabic Prophets (=e.g. Muhammad, Salih, Shuayb, and all Others here: 4/164165)
have been sent by our Lord

ALLAH perfectly within this specific Ancestral line here:

i.e. they were all

descendants of "Ishmael" and "AlYasa" and "ZalKifl" therein, from the very beginning,
and especially for this Reason, these Ancestor Prophets have been mentioned in QURAN TESTAMENT
in such a most Remarkable and perfectly parallel specific manner here:
==========
45 And recall Our servants "Abraham" and (his son) "Isaac" and (his grandson) "Jacob,"
They were resourceful, and with vision.
46 We have endowed them with a specialBlessing: "awareness of the bestAbode (of the Hereafter)."
47 For they are with Us of theelect, theBest (=alAkhyar, as the honorable Ancestors of all of those
Semitic Prophets mentioned above.) (29/27 = 38/4547)
48 And (then) recall "Ishmael" and (his son) "AlYasa" and (his grandson) "ZalKifl,"
and all (of them) are of theBest (=alAkhyar, as the honorable Ancestors of all of those
Arabic Prophets mentioned above.) (2/127128 = 38/48)
QURAN TESTAMENT 38/4548
==========
Thus we can clearly see the Fact that
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) was
the "Seal/Final" (="Khatama") of "the Prophets" (="alNabeyyeen")
exclusively and only within this specific Ancestral line above:
i.e. "Ishmael" and (his son) "AlYasa" and (his grandson) "ZalKifl" above, from the very beginning,
it clearly means: there will be no "Prophets" (="Nabeyyeen"), at all,
that would be sent after Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) from within
this specific Ancestral line above:
i.e. "Ishmael" and (his son) "AlYasa" and (his grandson) "ZalKifl" above.
But on the other hand, because that this specific "Messenger" (="Rasool")
who is a descendant of Prophet Muhammad (PbuH)
that would absolutely be sent by our Lord

ALLAH

after these great "Prophets" (="Nabeyyeen") therein:
Muhammad, and Noah, and Abraham, and Moses, and Jesus, (Peace be upon All of Them)
as we have clearly witnessed it in the previous post above:

QURAN TESTAMENT 3/81 = 33/78
would also be a descendant of Prophet David (PbuH),
(*all Jew葻sh scholars know 葻t very well and were ant葻c葻pat葻ng the advent of 葻t for Centur葻es,
and Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) made 葻t clear 葻n h葻s Prophec葻es
that h葻s ant葻c葻pated descendant above would also be a descendant of Prophet Dav葻d (PbuH) as well,
from the very beg葻nn葻ng)
so when this specific "Messenger" (="Rasool") who is clearly and unmistakably anticipated above,
comes in this Final Age now,
he would Rightfully and formally be written within this specific Ancestral line above:
i.e. "Abraham" and (his son) "Isaac" and (his grandson) "Jacob" above,
so that there might be no contradiction/discrepancy in this respect, at all,

by this most Wise and perfect Decree of our Lord

ALLAH above (=38/4547, 48),

from the very Beginning, here:
==========
40 Muhammad is not the father of any of your men, but he was the "Messenger" (="Rasool") of ALLAH
and the "Seal/Final" (="Khatama") of "the Prophets" (="alNabeyyeen" = of/in this
specific Ancestral line above:
i.e. "Ishmael" and (his son) "AlYasa" and (his grandson) "ZalKifl" above, from the very beginning.)
And

ALLAH is FullyAware of all things.

QURAN TESTAMENT 33/ 40
==========

>

75/1819

>

38/4547,

48

And therefore, the "Seal/Final" (="Khatama") of "the Prophets" (="alNabeyyeen" = of/in this
specific Ancestral line above:
i.e. "Abraham" and (his son) "Isaac" and (his grandson) "Jacob" above,
will thus Rightfully and legitimately be sent by our Lord

ALLAH

probably towards the very end of this Last Day (=Millennium : 2001 ......... 3000) (=22/47)
(*and he will also be a descendant of Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) therein as well, again exactly as
in the above case)
and thus everything that has truly been promised by our Lord

ALLAH, from the very Beginning,

will thus perfectly been fulfilled therein:
They are Asking you about "Dhee AlQarnain" (=18/83), who/what/where is he?
http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9609124.0

Remain in peace/salaam.

___________________________________________________________
Whatever I have sa葻d that may be perfectly Correct and R葻ght 葻s from ALLAH,
and whatever I have sa葻d that may be essent葻ally or part葻ally m葻staken or wrong
may only be from my own self (shortcom葻ngs) (=34/50)
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....
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Wise One / Burnout

Posts: 6259
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Re: Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) is the "Seal/Final" (="Khatama") of (which)
Prophets?
« Reply #2 on: December 11, 2016, 09:34:28 PM »

This phrase of the Miscellany of Grand Qur'aan is one of the favorites of Psychological manipulators who have in their hearts the self nurtured disease of animosity, jealousy, bias, envy,
and aversion against the Person of the Leader of Humanity, the Messenger and Personification of the Infinite Mercy of Allah the Exalted. He is the great of created realmMuhammad
Sal'lallaa'hoalaih'wa'salam. He is the Uniquethe one in the created realm for whom reverence and praises continue uninterrupted in timeline. This causes irk and lets such Psychological
Manipulators advance in compounding their disease. There is no dearth of people of such psyche in the world as well as within believing societies; whom Allah the Exalted has given a
specific name "Muna'fi'qeen", who kept spreading confusion about otherwise one of the simplest and semantically conspicuous Possessive Phrase used in the Grand Qur'aan. Thereafter,
the plagiarists in believing societies further spread it.
The Authenticating Accomplisher of those who are declared Chosen, Dignified and Exalted Sincere Allegiants of Allah the Exalted.

Logged

http://haqeeqat.pk

Bender
Wise One / Burnout

Re: Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) is the "Seal/Final" (="Khatama") of (which)
Prophets?
« Reply #3 on: December 12, 2016, 03:03:40 AM »
Quote from: LastDay3 on December 11, 2016, 05:52:26 PM
==========
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said:
If only one Day of this World remained, ALLAH would lengthen that Day,
till HE sends (=in arabic: yab'atha) a "Man" therein who is
from me, from my family (=i.e. his descendant),

Posts: 2346

whose name will agree with my name (=i.e. "Muhammad" & "Ahmad")
whose father's name will agree with my father's name (=i.e. "Abdullah")

Gender:
who will fill the Earth with "Equity" and "Justice"
as it has been filled with "chaos" and "discord" (before the Advent of it).

Sunan Abi Dawud, Book 38, Hadith 4
==========

Salaam Lastday3,
Am I right that you are telling us here your real name and father's name?
Logged
Alhamdu lillahi rabbi alalameen

Bender
Wise One / Burnout

Re: Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) is the "Seal/Final" (="Khatama") of (which)
Prophets?
« Reply #4 on: December 12, 2016, 03:10:46 AM »
Quote from: Mazhar on December 11, 2016, 09:34:28 PM
This phrase of the Miscellany of Grand Qur'aan is one of the favorites of Psychological manipulators who have in their hearts the self nurtured disease of animosity, jealousy, bias, envy, and aversion against the Person of
the Leader of Humanity, the Messenger and Personification of the Infinite Mercy of Allah the Exalted. He is the great of created realmMuhammad Sal'lallaa'hoalaih'wa'salam. He is the Uniquethe one in the created realm
for whom reverence and praises continue uninterrupted in timeline. This causes irk and lets such Psychological Manipulators advance in compounding their disease. There is no dearth of people of such psyche in the world as
well as within believing societies; whom Allah the Exalted has given a specific name "Muna'fi'qeen", who kept spreading confusion about otherwise one of the simplest and semantically conspicuous Possessive Phrase used
in the Grand Qur'aan. Thereafter, the plagiarists in believing societies further spread it.
The Authenticating Accomplisher of those who are declared Chosen, Dignified and Exalted Sincere Allegiants of Allah the Exalted.

Posts: 2346
Gender:

You act like he was insulting the Person of the Leader of Humanity, the Messenger and Personification of the Infinite Mercy of Allah the Exalted, the great of created realmMuhammad
Sal'lallaa'hoalaih'wa'salam, the Uniquethe one in the created realm for whom reverence and praises continue uninterrupted in timeline.
Logged
Alhamdu lillahi rabbi alalameen

LastDay3
Truth Seeker

Re: Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) is the "Seal/Final" (="Khatama") of (which)
Prophets?
« Reply #5 on: December 13, 2016, 02:36:26 PM »

Posts: 706
Gender:

Quote from: LastDay3 on December 11, 2016, 05:52:26 PM

==========
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said:
If only one Day of this World remained, ALLAH would lengthen that Day,
till HE sends (=in arabic: yab'atha) a "Man" therein who is
from me, from my family (=i.e. his descendant),
whose name will agree with my name (=i.e. "Muhammad" & "Ahmad")
whose father's name will agree with my father's name (=i.e. "Abdullah")
who will fill the Earth with "Equity" and "Justice"
as it has been filled with "chaos" and "discord" (before the Advent of it).

Sunan Abi Dawud, Book 38, Hadith 4
==========

Salaam/Peace Bender, and Mazhar,
why did Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) say
what he clearly said in his most miraculous Prophecy above
in such a specific manner therein,
and what it actually indicates, and how it has already clearly been fulfilled,
in this Final Age now,
can clearly be witnessed, inshaALLAH, first of all, here:
A Most Miraculous PROPHECY of Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) =48/29
http://www.19covenant19.com/cms/images/dosyalarim/A%20Most%20Miraculous%20PROPHECY%20of%20Prophet%20Muhammad%20(PbuH)%20=48_29.pdf

Secondly, this specific "Messenger" who has clearly and unmistakably been foretold
by Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) above,
(*please, absolutely see it again, clearly and openly, within the very first post above)
has Not been sent to insult his honorable Ancestor (=i.e. Prophet Muhammad Peace be upon Him),
in no way never at all,
but he has been sent to absolutely exalt him
as a most honorable and respectable Servant and Messenger of ALLAH (=48/29),
and the "Seal/Final" (="Khatama") of the Prophets
in this most honorable and "theBest" (="alAkhyar") Ancestral line, first of all:
i.e. "Ishmael" and (his son) "AlYasa" and (his grandson) "ZalKifl" above, from the very beginning.
QURAN TESTAMENT 33/40 = 38/48
(*please, absolutely see it again, clearly and openly, within the second post above)
And also to clearly inform about this most specific "Messenger" who will be sent
by our Lord ALLAH probably towards the very end of this Last Day (=Millennium : 2001 ......... 3000) (=22/47)
as the "Seal/Final" (="Khatama") of "the Prophets" of/in this other specific Ancestral line above:
i.e. "Abraham" and (his son) "Isaac" and (his grandson) "Jacob" above,
and thus he will represent and again absolutely exalt his honorable Ancestor
(=i.e. Prophet Muhammad Peace be upon Him)
as a most honorable and respectable Servant and Messenger of ALLAH (=48/29),
also perfectly therein in this other specific Ancestral line above.
They are Asking you about "Dhee AlQarnain" (=18/83), who/what/where is he?

http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9609124.0

And thus Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) will absolutely be exalted
as a most honorable and respectable Servant and Messenger of ALLAH (=48/29),
by his anticipated descendant who has clearly been foretold in his above Prophecy,
throughout the whole World, in this Final Age now,
in both of these most honorable and "theBest" (="alAkhyar") Ancestral lines above, from the very beginning.
QURAN TESTAMENT 38/4547, 48 = 2/127129

So, those who knowingly or unknowingly, ignorantly and arrogantly would be insulting
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him), in this Final Age now,
are the ones who would reject his descendant (=i.e. this specific "Messenger/MESSAGE"
clearly foretold in his Prophecy) above,
and they are (when/if they insist on their ignorant and arrogant rejection till the very end =4/1718)
Rightfully promised with such a painful Retribution by our Lord ALLAH, in these specific Verses above,
from the very beginning:
QURAN TESTAMENT 3/81 = 33/78
(*please, absolutely see it again, clearly and openly, within the very first post above)

And Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) also clearly prophesied about such rejecters
(specifically among his own nation: "Arabs" therein, first of all), therein thus:
===============
One day Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) came to her (=Zainab bint Jahsh)
in a state of fear and said:
There is no God except ALLAH!
Woe to the "Arabs" from the GreatDisaster that has approached (unto them).
Today a hole has been opened in the dam of Gog and Magog like this;
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) made a circle with his index finger and thumb.
Zainab bint Jahsh added:
I said: O ALLAH's Messenger! Shall we (="Arabs" therein again) be punished (by ALLAH)
even though there might be righteous people among us (at that time)?
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said:
Yes, when the (number) of evildoers (thus also and especially, those who would reject
his anticipated descendant (=i.e. this specific "Messenger/MESSAGE"
clearly foretold in his Prophecy above, in the first place) increased (at that time)!
Sahih alBukhari, Book 92, Hadith 82
===============

*We can clearly see the absolute Confirmation/Fulfillment of this most critical and important Prophecy
of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) above,
in QURAN TESTAMENT, here now:
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id165.html

=9/9798 & 21/13, 9697 & ........
And in this respect above, please, also absolutely see it here:
GOG and MAGOG have already swarmed down from every Height =21/9697
http://www.19covenant19.com/cms/images/dosyalarim/GOG%20and%20MAGOG%20have%20already%20swarmed%20down%20from%20every%20Height%20now!%20=21_9697.pdf

Remain in peace/salaam.

___________________________________________________________
Whatever I have sa葻d that may be perfectly Correct and R葻ght 葻s from ALLAH,
and whatever I have sa葻d that may be essent葻ally or part葻ally m葻staken or wrong
may only be from my own self (shortcom葻ngs) (=34/50)
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

Bender
Wise One / Burnout

Re: Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) is the "Seal/Final" (="Khatama") of (which)
Prophets?
« Reply #6 on: December 14, 2016, 09:55:04 AM »
Quote from: LastDay3 on December 13, 2016, 02:36:26 PM
Salaam/Peace Bender, and Mazhar,
why did Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) say
what he clearly said in his most miraculous Prophecy above
in such a specific manner therein,
and what it actually indicates, and how it has already clearly been fulfilled,
in this Final Age now,

Posts: 2346

ALLAH, first of all,

can clearly be witnessed, insha

Gender:

Salaam/Peace LastDay3,
What is Rashad Khalifa according to you?
Is he or you the messenger of the convenant or both?

Quote
here:
A Most Miraculous PROPHECY of Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) =48/29
http://www.19covenant19.com/cms/images/dosyalarim/A%20Most%20Miraculous%20PROPHECY%20of%20Prophet%20Muhammad%20(PbuH)%20=48_29.pdf

I just took a quick look at the link.
A quote from the link:
we have thus rightfully taken this very first Chapter No.
(in which this most special Name: "Muhammad" in this respect, is mentioned above)
in such a specific threedigit number (=003) therein,
and thereafter also this very first Verse No.
(in which this most special Name: "Muhammad" in this respect, is mentioned above)
in such a specific manner again as/in threedigit number (=002) therein,
May I ask why you suddenly switched to this 3 digit number?
I mean did you knew before you were starting with your proof that for this verse you have to use a 3 digit number and for others not?
If so how did you knew this?
Logged
Alhamdu lillahi rabbi alalameen

LastDay3

Truth Seeker

Re: Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) is the "Seal/Final" (="Khatama") of (which)
Prophets?
« Reply #7 on: December 15, 2016, 12:37:36 AM »

Posts: 706
Gender:
Quote from: Bender on December 14, 2016, 09:55:04 AM

Salaam/Peace LastDay3,
What is Rashad Khalifa according to you?
Is he or you the messenger of the covenant or both?

Salaam/Peace Bender,
I believe, I can see him (=R.K.) clearly,
in these most essential/fundamental Prophecies, in this respect, here:
==============
1 (The LORD said:) Behold, I will send MY Messenger (=R.K.), and he will prepare the Way before ME.
And (after this specific Messenger thus accomplished it and prepared the Way above)
the "Teacher" whom you seek will suddenly come to his temple; and he is the "Messenger of the Covenant"
in whom you delight;
behold, "he" will thus be coming, says the LORD of hosts.
TORAH  Malachi 3/1
==============
==============
11 And the disciples asked Jesus: Why do JewishScribes say that first "Elijah" must come?
(*because this specific "Messenger" who would prepare the Way above
before the advent of the real "Messenger of the Covenant" therein above
was already known and anticipated by the nickname: "Elijah" by all those JewishScribes,
from the very beginning, again therein (=Malachi 4/5),
12 And Jesus said to them: "Elijah" (=i.e. "R.K." here, for/in this Age) will come first to restore the things.
But how is it written of the "Son of Man" (=i.e. that "Messenger of the Covenant" clearly foretold above
who would be sent immediately after that preparing the Way "Messenger" above)
that he should suffer many things and be treated with contempt?
13 (Jesus again said): And I (also) tell you that "Elijah" (=i.e. a precious nickname of "John" therein, for/in that Age)
has come, but they did to him whatever they pleased, as it is written of him.
(=i.e. the same thing happened to "Rashad" (="Elijah") of/in this Age, =he was martyred by disbelievers,
as "John" (="Elijah") of/in that Age had been martyred therein by those disbelievers.)
GOSPEL, Mark 9/1113
===============
Thus we can clearly see that according to Prophet Malachi (Peace be upon Him), in TORAH,
and then Prophet Jesus (Peace be upon Him), in GOSPEL, above:
=there is prophet "Elijah" (PbuH),
first of all,
(i.e. he is messenger "Ilyaas" in QURAN TESTAMENT =37/123)
and then

=there is another "Elijah" (=as a precious nickname of "John" for/in that Age) (PbuH),
secondly,
(i.e. he is messenger "Yahya" in QURAN TESTAMENT =19/7)
and then
=there is another "Elijah" (=as a precious nickname of "R.K." for/in this Age) (PbuH),
thirdly.
(i.e. he is messenger "Rashad" in QURAN TESTAMENT)
And thus especially for this Reason,
it is most Miraculously and specifically stated in QURAN TESTAMENT (=37/130)
from the very beginning, therein thus:

Peace be upon all "Elijahs" (="Ilyaaseen")! (=37/130)
= in Arabic, this plural form (="Ilyaaseen") must be referring to at least three "Persons,"
as we have clearly witnessed those three "Persons," already above,
in such a wonderful Confirmation/Fulfillment of this most Miraculous and curious Statement
in QURAN TESTAMENT (=37/130),
by our Lord

ALLAH, for/in this Final Age now (=27/93)!

And finally and most importantly here, in this respect,
this is what Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) already clearly and unmistakably prophesied,
in this regard, here:
===============
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said:
The "Mahdee" (=i.e. that "Messenger of the Covenant" = "Son of Man"
clearly foretold in TORAH and GOSPEL above) will be of my family, of the descendants of Fatimah.
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said:
The "Mahdee" (=i.e. that "Messenger of the Covenant" = "Son of Man"
clearly foretold in TORAH and GOSPEL above) will be of my stock, and he
will have a peculiar forehead and a prominent nose.
He will fill the earth with "Equity" and "Justice"
as it was filled with "oppression" and "tyranny" (before the advent of it).
And (thus) he will reign (for/upon) seven years.
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said:
People (=i.e. "R.K." and some of his truthful followers therein) will come out from the East,
preparing the Way (as clearly foretold in TORAH and GOSPEL at the very beginning above),
for "Mahdee" (=i.e. that "Messenger of the Covenant" = "Son of Man"
clearly foretold in TORAH and GOSPEL above.)
Sunan Abi Dawud, Book 38, Hadith 6
Sunan Abi Dawud, Book 38, Hadith 7
Sunan Ibn Majah, Book 36, Hadith 163
===============
The further most essential and important Information about this preparing the Way Messenger (=R.K.),
and thereafter the Prime "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant" above,
is already here now:
AN AWESOME MIRACLE (1) & AN AWESOME MIRACLE (2)
(*Please, absolutely see "p. 1112" therein, in this regard, first of all)
http://www.19covenant19.com/cms/images/dosyalarim/ANAWESOMEMIRACLE(1)(ShortVersion;ArabicTextnotincluded).pdf

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

LastDay3
Truth Seeker

Re: Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) is the "Seal/Final" (="Khatama") of (which)
Prophets?
« Reply #8 on: December 15, 2016, 12:48:37 AM »

Posts: 706
Gender:

Quote from: Bender on December 14, 2016, 09:55:04 AM

I just took a quick look at the link.
A Most Miraculous PROPHECY of Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) =48/29
http://www.19covenant19.com/cms/images/dosyalarim/A%20Most%20Miraculous%20PROPHECY%20of%20Prophet%20Muhammad%20(PbuH)%20=48_29.pdf

May I ask why you suddenly switched to this 3 digit number?
I mean did you knew before you were starting with your proof that for this verse you have to use a 3 digit number and for others not?
If so how did you knew this?

Salaam/Peace again, Bender,

Whenever I start to carefully reflect on these

"19" coded, most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" here: 74/2630, 31)
(under these Perfect Instructions of our Lord

ALLAH unto me and all believers,

in this Final Age, here: 73/110, 20 = 43/4344)
I always proceed by asking the right questions, at the right time & places,
so, for example, for/in that specific Case you are asking about:
I should ask therein, first of all,
=Can I rightfully proceed exclusively with these specific threedigit numbers
for/in that Chapter No. (=003) and then also for/in that Verse No. (=002)
at that most specific first occurrences of that most special Name (="Muhammad") therein?

=According to QURAN TESTAMENT, and according to lawfullegitimate Mathematical principles,
Yes, I can rightfully proceed with a threedigit number for/in both cases above
because the biggest Chapter No. in QURAN TESTAMENT
is thus specifically a threedigit number (=114),
and the biggest Verse No. in QURAN TESTAMENT
is thus again specifically a threedigit number therein (=286),
from the very Beginning.
and then,
=Do I have at least four Cases now (=i.e. four Times witnessing of (=19x...),

(*because it is absolutely necessary to have at least four Witnesses (=24/13)
also and absolutely here in this respect now
as/in "Pairs," in perfect "Symmetry" therein:
51/"49"
"Pairs" > "yataDhakkaroona"

=

74/26"3031"

=

"19" < "Dhikra"

and then,
=Is there any discrepancy/contradiction (=akhtilaaf: 4/82) within those four Cases above,
or are they absolutely straightforward/perfect (=qiyaman: 18/12) therein,
(never chang葻ng the bas⚗�c methodology and the ma⚗�n pr⚗�nc⚗�ples r葻ghtfully followed there葻n,
from the very beg葻nn葻ng)
straightforward/perfect in every step of it
in an absolutely Coherent/Consistent manner therein?

Then, when/if I can clearly witness that all the Answers are
"positivegoodperfectflawless" for/in all of those questions above,
that is the moment, I can truly believe in and absolutely claim that
===============
A Most Miraculous PROPHECY of Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) =48/29
http://www.19covenant19.com/cms/images/dosyalarim/A%20Most%20Miraculous%20PROPHECY%20of%20Prophet%20Muhammad%20(PbuH)%20=48_29.pdf

===============
this can absolutely and only be a "Revelation" from the LORD of the Worlds!
QURAN TESTAMENT 32/123 = 4/166 = 72/28 = 74/30

Remain in peace/salaam.

_______________________________________________________________
Whatever I have sa葻d that may be perfectly Correct and R葻ght 葻s from ALLAH,
and whatever I have sa葻d that may be essent葻ally or part葻ally m葻staken or wrong
may only be from my own self (shortcom葻ngs: due to forgetfulness, hast葻ness, etc.) (=34/50)
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

Bender
Wise One / Burnout

Re: Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) is the "Seal/Final" (="Khatama") of (which)
Prophets?
« Reply #9 on: December 15, 2016, 06:20:18 AM »
Quote from: LastDay3 on December 15, 2016, 12:37:36 AM

Salaam/Peace Bender,
I believe, I can see him (=R.K.) clearly,

in these most essential/fundamental Prophecies, in this respect, here:
==============
1 (The LORD said:) Behold, I will send MY Messenger (=R.K.), and he will prepare the Way before ME.

Salaam/Peace Lastday3,

Posts: 2346
Gender:

Thank you for your detailed answer.
I was thinking that ME is reffering to The Lord, but then I do not understand what "prepare the way before me" means.
But that is probably due to my lack of english.
Anyway I was curious to who The Lord is speaking here, do you have any idea?
Quote
And (after this specific Messenger thus accomplished it and prepared the Way above)
the "Teacher" whom you seek will suddenly come to his temple; and he is the "Messenger of the Covenant"
in whom you delight;
behold, "he" will thus be coming, says the LORD of hosts.
TORAH  Malachi 3/1
==============
==============
11 And the disciples asked Jesus: Why do JewishScribes say that first "Elijah" must come?
(*because this specific "Messenger" who would prepare the Way above
before the advent of the real "Messenger of the Covenant" therein above
was already known and anticipated by the nickname: "Elijah" by all those JewishScribes,
from the very beginning, again therein (=Malachi 4/5),
12 And Jesus said to them: "Elijah" (=i.e. "R.K." here, for/in this Age) will come first to restore the things.
But how is it written of the "Son of Man" (=i.e. that "Messenger of the Covenant" clearly foretold above
who would be sent immediately after that preparing the Way "Messenger" above)
that he should suffer many things and be treated with contempt?
13 (Jesus again said): And I (also) tell you that "Elijah" (=i.e. a precious nickname of "John" therein, for/in that Age)
has come, but they did to him whatever they pleased, as it is written of him.
(=i.e. the same thing happened to "Rashad" (="Elijah") of/in this Age, =he was martyred by disbelievers,
as "John" (="Elijah") of/in that Age had been martyred therein by those disbelievers.)
GOSPEL, Mark 9/1113
===============
Thus we can clearly see that according to Prophet Malachi (Peace be upon Him), in TORAH,
and then Prophet Jesus (Peace be upon Him), in GOSPEL, above:
=there is prophet "Elijah" (PbuH),
first of all,
(i.e. he is messenger "Ilyaas" in QURAN TESTAMENT =37/123)
and then
=there is another "Elijah" (=as a precious nickname of "John" for/in that Age) (PbuH),
secondly,
(i.e. he is messenger "Yahya" in QURAN TESTAMENT =19/7)
and then
=there is another "Elijah" (=as a precious nickname of "R.K." for/in this Age) (PbuH),
thirdly.
(i.e. he is messenger "Rashad" in QURAN TESTAMENT)

Thank you for this informative and interesting answer.
In the end you say this:
"(i.e. he is messenger "Rashad" in QURAN TESTAMENT)"
Do you have a verse number for me where this is stated?
Quote

And thus especially for this Reason,

it is most Miraculously and specifically stated in QURAN TESTAMENT (=37/130)
from the very beginning, therein thus:

Peace be upon all "Elijahs" (="Ilyaaseen")! (=37/130)
= in Arabic, this plural form (="Ilyaaseen") must be referring to at least three "Persons,"
as we have clearly witnessed those three "Persons," already above,
in such a wonderful Confirmation/Fulfillment of this most Miraculous and curious Statement
in QURAN TESTAMENT (=37/130),
by our Lord

ALLAH, for/in this Final Age now (=27/93)!

And finally and most importantly here, in this respect,
this is what Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) already clearly and unmistakably prophesied,
in this regard, here:
===============
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said:
The "Mahdee" (=i.e. that "Messenger of the Covenant" = "Son of Man"
clearly foretold in TORAH and GOSPEL above) will be of my family, of the descendants of Fatimah.
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said:
The "Mahdee" (=i.e. that "Messenger of the Covenant" = "Son of Man"
clearly foretold in TORAH and GOSPEL above) will be of my stock, and he
will have a peculiar forehead and a prominent nose.
He will fill the earth with "Equity" and "Justice"
as it was filled with "oppression" and "tyranny" (before the advent of it).
And (thus) he will reign (for/upon) seven years.
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said:
People (=i.e. "R.K." and some of his truthful followers therein) will come out from the East,
preparing the Way (as clearly foretold in TORAH and GOSPEL at the very beginning above),
for "Mahdee" (=i.e. that "Messenger of the Covenant" = "Son of Man"
clearly foretold in TORAH and GOSPEL above.)
Sunan Abi Dawud, Book 38, Hadith 6
Sunan Abi Dawud, Book 38, Hadith 7
Sunan Ibn Majah, Book 36, Hadith 163
===============
The further most essential and important Information about this preparing the Way Messenger (=R.K.),
and thereafter the Prime "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant" above,
is already here now:
AN AWESOME MIRACLE (1) & AN AWESOME MIRACLE (2)
(*Please, absolutely see "p. 1112" therein, in this regard, first of all)
http://www.19covenant19.com/cms/images/dosyalarim/ANAWESOMEMIRACLE(1)(ShortVersion;ArabicTextnotincluded).pdf

Remain in peace/salaam.

Ok thanks again for this intresting read.
I have a couple of questions for you can you please give this time short answers.
 Am I correct that you are saying that you are the long awaited Mahdi? (Please only "yes" or "no" will do)
If yes then I like to hear the answers for the next questoions otherwise just ignore them.
 Did your reign of 7 years already started? (Please only "yes" or "no" will do) If yes then when did it start? (just answering with a date/year will do)
 Are you filling the earth with "Equity" and "Justice"?
Last question.
 Since you believe in the other books and those books have some interesting prophecies, and you seem to be the long waited Mahdi, I was curious about the arrival of Jesus, The
Dajjal/Antichrist and Ali. When can we expect them? And when will this long anticipated fight against The Dajjal/Antichrist take place?

Logged

Alhamdu lillahi rabbi alalameen

LastDay3
Truth Seeker

Re: Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) is the "Seal/Final" (="Khatama") of (which)
Prophets?
« Reply #10 on: December 16, 2016, 03:50:40 PM »
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Quote from: Bender on December 15, 2016, 06:20:18 AM

Salaam/Peace Lastday3,
Thank you for your detailed answer.
I was thinking that ME is referring to The Lord, but then I do not understand what "prepare the way before me" means.
But that is probably due to my lack of english.
Anyway I was curious to who The Lord is speaking here, do you have any idea?

Salaam/Peace Bender,
all our Thanks are always absolutely and only to ALLAH (16/18 = 114).
Yes, dear Friend, I agree that
this "ME" must absolutely be referring to "The LORD" here:
......prepare the way before ME.
so I basically understand it as: ......prepare the way under MY Watchful Eyes.
I think, HE is essentially speaking to "Children of Israel" therein,
admonishing them about their ungratefulness, sinfulactions, betrayals,
and lack of Trust in The LORD.
so we can clearly see the whole Chapter (=i.e. Malachi 3) here:
http://biblehub.com/esv/malachi/3.htm
This Malachi above must be one of the Prophets (=Nabeyyeen) sent to Children of Israel
after Prophet Moses (PbuH) therein. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 2/87 = 5/44)
To essentially believe in what was sentdown unto all of these Prophets (=Nabeyyeen) sent to Children of Israel
after Prophet Moses (PbuH) therein (=5/44) is Absolutely Recommended by our Lord ALLAH
unto all truthful believers here (=QURAN TESTAMENT 3/84 = 5/4445, 68)
So, due to these specific Verses in Malachi 3/13 above, first of all,
(as it is clearly and openly presented in my previous post above)
I think all Jewish Scholars know very well and have been anticipating the advent of that
preparing the way Messenger
and immediately thereafter
the prime "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"
for centuries.
They know it as "Messiah" (=i.e. "GuidedOne" by The LORD)
and I think they already know (through the clear Prophecies of other major Prophets like Isaiah, Jeremiah, ...... therein
that "he" would also be a descendant of Prophet David (PbuH), from the very beginning.

Quote from: Bender on December 15, 2016, 06:20:18 AM

Thank you for this informative and interesting answer.

In the end you say this:
"(i.e. he is messenger "Rashad" in QURAN TESTAMENT)"
Do you have a verse number for me where this is stated?

===============
14 And among us are the Surrenderers (to ALLAH Alone, as One GOD Who has never taken
ne⚗�ther a Son, nor a Spouse, nor a Partner, never, at all =17/111),
and among us are the compromisers.
As for those who have Surrendered (to ALLAH Alone, as One GOD Who has never taken
ne⚗�ther a Son, nor a Spouse, nor a Partner, never, at all =17/111)
they have sought "Rashad" (=i.e. as a goodbest "Messenger/MESSAGE" in this respect here now.)
QURAN TESTAMENT 72/14

64 ALLAH has condemned the rejecters, and HE has prepared for them (=i.e. for such barbaric, hostile rejecters
here: 22/72 when/if they never truly repent and reform themselves even till the very last moment of their
normal lifespan here: 4/1718 & 85/410) a Blazingfire.
65 Abiding therein eternally. They will find no ally and no helper.
66 On the Day when their faces will be turned over in the Fire (here in this case again now: 4/1718 & 85/410),
they will say: "Oh, we wish we had obeyed ALLAH, and obeyed "theTwoMessengers" (=in Arabic: "alRasoola"
= a specific reference to that
preparing the way "Messenger" and immediately thereafter the prime "Messenger"/MESSAGE of the Covenant,
as also clearly foretold in TORAH, from the very beginning, above.)
*th葻s same spec葻f葻c word: "TwoMessengers" (=葻n Arab葻c: "Rasoola") has also been used,
for example, spec葻f葻cally to refer to "Messenger" Aaron and "Messenger" Moses (Peace be upon both of Them) here: 20/47
67 And they will say: "Our LORD, we have obeyed our masters and our leaders, and they misled us
from "theTwoPaths" (=in Arabic: "alSabeela") = a specific reference to those
most Essential and unchangeable "TwoPaths" (=i.e. "LeftSide" & "RightSide") of those

"19" coded, "Symmetrical Miracles" here: 74/2630, 31), from the very beginning!
68 (And they will say:) "Our LORD, so give them (=i.e. their master and leader rejecters mentioned above)
double the Retribution, and condemn them with a Mighty Condemnation."

QURAN TESTAMENT 33/6468
===============

Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....
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Quote from: Bender on December 15, 2016, 06:20:18 AM

Ok thanks again for this interesting read.
I have a couple of questions for you, can you please give this time short answers.
 Am I correct that you are saying that you are the long awaited Mahdi? (Please only "yes" or "no" will do)
If yes then I like to hear the answers for the next questions otherwise just ignore them.
 Did your reign of 7 years already started? (Please only "yes" or "no" will do) If yes then when did it start?
(just answering with a date/year will do)
 Are you filling the earth with "Equity" and "Justice"?
Last question.
 Since you believe in the other books and those books have some interesting prophecies,
and you seem to be the long waited Mahdi, I was curious about the arrival of Jesus, The Dajjal/Antichrist and Ali.
When can we expect them? And when will this long anticipated fight against The Dajjal/Antichrist take place?

Salaam/Peace again, Bender,
I strongly believe in, and so thus clearly and undoubtedly proclaim that
this

"19" coded, most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" here: 74/2630, 31

is the long awaited "Mahdee" because our Lord

ALLAH will thus specifically be

Guiding with it (="Yahdee" bihi) all truthful Believers therein (=74/2630, "31"), in this Final Age now.
I do not know for sure yet starting from which time/point, or exactly for what reason Prophet Muhammad (PbuH)
foretold about that specific "7 years" in his Prophecy above. (=20/114)
But I have already witnessed a most Miraculous and excellent Phenomenon
in this regard, here:
AN AWESOME MIRACLE (2)
http://www.19covenant19.com/cms/images/dosyalarim/ANAWESOMEMIRACLE(2)(ShortVersion;ArabicTextnotincluded).pdf

*please, see it on p. 67 therein.

And thus I strongly believe, this
here: 74/2630, 31

"19" coded, most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"

will thus be filling the Earth due to/on the Left side of those "19" coded Tables here now with "Equity,"
and due to/on the Right side of those "19" coded Tables here now "Justice."
Superbly "114" Chapters & "6234" Verses in total in QURAN TESTAMENT =78/29 (1)
http://www.19covenant19.com/cms/images/dosyalarim/Superbly%20_114_%20Chapters%20&%20_6234_%20Verses%20in%20total%20in%20QURAN%20TESTAMENT%20=78_29%20(1).pdf

Superbly "114" Chapters & "6234" Verses in total in QURAN TESTAMENT =78/29 (2)
http://www.19covenant19.com/cms/images/dosyalarim/Superbly%20_114_%20Chapters%20&%20_6234_%20Verses%20in%20total%20in%20QURAN%20TESTAMENT%20=78_29%20(2).pdf

As Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) clearly foretold here
that his long awaited "Mahdee" descendant will be called by his name: "Muhammad",
================
Ali looked at his son alHasan and said:
This son of mine is a Sayyid (Noble) as named by Prophet Muhammad (PbuH),
and from his progeny will come forth a "Man" who will be called
by the Name of your Prophet (=i.e. "Muhammad") ........
Sunan Abi Dawud, Book 38, Hadith 12
================
and so Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) already knew that
in an exact similar/same manner, his long awaited "Mahdee" descendant above
would be called also by the Name of (=i.e. "Jesus", Son of Mary) ........

(*this is also clearly foretold in Gospel)
For this reason, he has thus specifically foretold that
================
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said:
None is "Mahdee" but only "Jesus", Son of Mary.
Sunan Ibn Majah, Book 36, Hadith 114
================
because this specific preparing the Way "Messenger" (=i.e. "Rashad") who is clearly foretold above,
would have been given only limited Knowledge with regard to this

"19" coded, most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" here: 74/2630, 31
and so it would be explained Essentially and Thoroughly
by this prime "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant" who would be sent immediately after "him" above,
for the Eternal Salvation and Everlasting Benefits of all Peoples, worldwide,
in this Final Age now. (13/7 = 21/107112)
So, in conclusion, Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) thus clearly foretold in his most miraculous Prophecies
about a "Mahdee" (=i.e. "Rashad")
and then about a "Jesus" (=i.e. that prime "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant" above)
and then Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) specifically emphasized
that the only "Mahdee" is that "Jesus", Son of Mary above,
because of the Reason clearly emphasized above.

Finally, with regard to that AntiChrist (=Dajjal),
I can clearly see in QURAN TESTAMENT (=5/1718, 7274)
that this long anticipated "Messiah Dajjal" must be
essentially this Satanic Ideology/Teaching which wrongfully and blasphemously proclaim that
"Jesus was a GODIncarnate; because he was an intrinsic Partner, and a Piece/Portion/Share/Part of GOD"
from the very beginning!
So every Person who would wrongfully and blasphemously approve and proclaim this Nonsense above
and (some of them) also considering himself (in this Age) to be "Special" as
a JesusIncarnate and GODIncarnate; or an intrinsic Partner, and a Piece/Portion/Share/Part of GOD"
must be utterly intoxicated under the influence of Iblees/Satan, first of all,
and every such person is a "Messiah Dajjal" (as long as they never repent and reform themselves, even till the very end of
their lifespan here: 4/1718 = 25/43),
*Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) clearly foretells about at least "30" such "Dajjals," worldwide,
in his Prophecies.)
(*you can google it or directly go to youtube and see many such "Messiah Dajjals"
who claim themselves to be a JesusIncarnate and GODIncarnate,
with a significant number of followers (=one of them even with 6 million followers) now, worldwide)
but I am not sure if that most specific "Messiah Dajjal" clearly anticipated by Prophet Jesus (Peace be upon Him),
and then finally, by Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him)
would actually come out in this Age now, or towards the very end of this Last "Day" (="Millennium": 2001........3000)
in the very end.
But in either case, I strongly believe
the most Essential and Important MESSAGE for all of us,
is always and absolutely this:

Our Lord

ALLAH is ONE (=112/14);

HE is absolutely Different/Separate/Distinct above and beyond
all things (=i.e. all universe/s and whomever or whatever therein =19/65 = 70/4),
First of All,
so, nothing and no one can Never be compared / can Never be likened to HIM (=42/11),
and nothing and no one can Never be an intrinsic Partner, or a Piece/Portion/Share/Part of HIM (=43/15),
and nothing and no one can Never be a Spouse, or a Son / Daughter of HIM (=72/14),
and so whoever wholeheartedly believes in this PerfectTruth
as it is thus clearly and unmistakably taught to us (=112/14) in QURAN TESTAMENT above,
and firmly devotes himself/herself to

ALLAH Alone,

as such a loyal and truthful Servant of HIM (=21/1920, 2629),
and never claims himself/herself to be "Special" (as those 葻ntox葻cated megaloman葻acs who utterly explo葻t and
enslave others by the葻r "Dajjal⚗�c" cla葻m (=葻.e. procla葻m葻ng themselves to be "Spec⚗�al" as
a JesusIncarnate and GODIncarnate; or an 葻ntr葻ns葻c Partner, and a P⚗�ece/Port⚗�on/Share/Part of GOD"),
under the 葻nfluence of Satan/Iblees above)
but always absolutely know and clearly proclaim that
only our Lord

ALLAH is Special

as our One and Only "ILAH" (=i.e. "AUTHORITY" to Whom belongs AllPraise (=AlHamd) and
AllJudgment (=AlHukm) forever: 28/70)

and only HIS

Word (=i.e. QURAN TESTAMENT) is Special

i.e. no one can Never bring a Message that would be rival/equal to it (=17/88),
especially and first of all, due to this
here: 74/2630, 31

"19" coded, most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"

I strongly believe that each and every Believer who wholeheartedly approves and clearly proclaims
this PerfectTruth above (=112/14 & 17/88)
and follows this QURAN TESTAMENT
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id173.html
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id165.html

as the One and Only "Mahdee" & "Messiah" MESSAGE, in this Final Age now,
thereby each and every of those Believers may thus be a human "Mahdee"
and may also rightfully be called a "Muhammad" = a "PraisedServant" by ALLAH,
and may also rightfully be called a "Jesus" = a "SavedServant" by ALLAH,
in this Final Age and forever, inshaALLAH.

Remain in peace/salaam.

*my dear fr葻end Bender, although your quest葻ons and words always seems
to be very short and few 葻n number,
but they are very s葻gn葻f葻cant and deep and comprehens葻ve 葻n nature,
and so they cannot be answered 葻n the same short manner you ask them,
so please, do me a Favor and do not ask anymore quest葻ons, for now,

because I have to go back and do th葻s (=73/19), for a spec葻f葻c per葻od of t葻me,
and also I may have to post or reply, urgently, 葻n some other Sect葻ons here as well,
when I come back, we may cont葻nue as much/long as you may w葻sh, 葻nshaALLAH.

_______________________________________________________________
Whatever I have sa葻d that may be perfectly Correct and R葻ght 葻s from ALLAH,
and whatever I have sa葻d that may be essent葻ally or part葻ally m葻staken or wrong
may only be from my own self (shortcom葻ngs: due to forgetfulness, hast葻ness, etc.) (=34/50)
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

Adam The Warner
Truth Seeker

Re: Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) is the "Seal/Final" (="Khatama") of (which)
Prophets?
« Reply #12 on: December 17, 2016, 04:39:31 AM »

I advice you not to mix the truth with falsehood. And i advice you to read the Gospel if you want to read about the Messiah and the AntiChrist.
Especially the book Revelations which was sent with the apostle John of Jesus, son of Mary, the Messiah.
I just don't get why the lastday3 is following narrations of Bukhari etc., just read the Gospel and listen to what it says about the AntiChrist and then if you read the story of Bukhari etc.
about the AntiChrist you see two different stories. I think they just copy and pasted from the Gospel and added their own doctrine to it to influence people.
Posts: 566
Gender:

An English translation of the Quran  3:3 He sent down to you the Book with the truth, authenticating what is between his hands; and He sent down the Torah and the Gospel.
But where do we read that we should follow the books of Bukhari, Muslem, Ibn Madja, Tirmidhi, Abo Dawood and Nasai? Are they prophets? Why are you attributing their words to God?
Or to Mohammed? Is it to justifiy the destruction of verse 128 and 129 of chapter 9?
Logged
May He the Hearer grant us victory in the worldy life, and Hes abundance of Light on the Day of Judgement, and may He the King of kings grant us the eternal Paradise. Peace.
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I advice you not to mix the truth with falsehood.
And i advice you to read the Gospel if you want to read about the Messiah and the AntiChrist.
Especially the book "Revelations" which was sent with the apostle "John" of Jesus, son of Mary, the Messiah.

Salaam/Peace Adam,
I strongly believe in the "Words" of Prophet Jesus (Peace be upon Him) because I believe
those "Words" have thus perfectly been taught to him (as "Gospel" = "Injeel" = "GoodNews")
by our Lord ALLAH here, first of all:
=QURAN TESTAMENT 2/136 = 5/4647, 6869

But as our Lord ALLAH has clearly Taught to us, and thus absolutely Recommended unto all of us
here, first of all:
==========
157 ...... They never killed him (=i.e. Jesus) and never crucified him. .........
...... Most certainly, they never killed him.
158 Instead, ALLAH had raised him (=i.e. Jesus) towards HIMSELF (therein, just before they would kill him and
would crucify him therein); for ALLAH is Mighty, Wise.
159 So, among the People of the Scripture (=i.e. Jews, and Christians, and Arabs, and all Believers, worldwide)
every one should absolutely believe in him (=i.e. Jesus) exclusively and only the "Words" he had delivered before his death
(=qabla mawtihi).
For, on the Day of Resurrection, (in this regard above) he (=i.e. Jesus) will be (such a clear) Witness
against them (=i.e. as it is unmistakably foretold here (=5/117), he will clearly bear Witness that after he had been
"caused to die" (="mutawaffeeka") and at that moment he (=i.e. his soul) was thus "raised" (="rafaahu") by ALLAH
towards HIMSELF therein (3/55 = 4/158),
thereafter he never returned and never contacted anyone on this Earth therein again, in no way, at all,
and will never return and never contact anyone, till the Day of Ressurrection, in no way, at all: 5/117 = 3/55 = 4/159).
QURAN TESTAMENT 4/157158159
==========

And this is exactly what Prophet Jesus (Peace be upon Him) by the Commandment of ALLAH unto him therein
rightfully said and taught in GOSPEL/INJEEL here, in the first place:
==========
63 But Jesus remained silent. And the high priest said to him: I adjure you by the Living GOD, tell us
if you are the Messiah, the Servant of GOD.
64 Jesus said to him: You have said so. And I tell you: From this moment on, you will see the "Son of Man" (=i.e.
"Jesus" himself therein) seated at the RightHand of Power (=i.e. because thus he would instantly be "raised" by ALLAH
towards HIMSELF therein at that moment), and (in the Hereafter, he will be) coming on the clouds of heaven.
65 Then the high priest tore his robes and said: He has uttered blasphemy. What further witnesses do we need?
You have now heard his blasphemy.
66 What is your judgment? They answered: He deserves "death" (=i.e. thus Jesus (=his soul) was
already "raised" by ALLAH towards HIMSELF therein above, before they decided thus to "kill" him then.)
GOSPEL/INJEEL, Matthew 26/6366
==========
==========
4 Prophet Jesus (PbuH) said to his disciples: We must work the Works of HIM (=ALLAH) Who sent me while it is "day";
"night" is coming, when no one can work.
5 As long as I am in the world, I am the "light" of the world. (=i.e.
so, after he was "raised" by ALLAH towards HIMSELF and thus takenaway out of this World therein above,
immediately the "night" came and Iblees/Satan deceived by his "Voice" many therein,
contacting them and causing hallucinations and feigning/imitating the "Voice" of an Angel, or/and the "Voice" of
a "Jesus" therein, and thus inspired to them all of those Satanic teachings
(=i.e. that "Revelations" must unmistakably be one of them,
because it is full of "Dajjalic" blasphemy and nonsense therein, even in the very first Chapter,
=====
*we can clearly see all of those "Dajjal⚗�c" blasphemy and nonsense
葻n these so called: "Revelat⚗�ons" here:
http://b葻blehub.com/esv/revelat葻on/1.htm
=====

that were wrongfully attributed to Prophet Jesus (PbuH) and blasphemously placed at the end
of GOSPEL/INJEEL therein.
Especially for this Reason, our Lord ALLAH clearly Recommends unto us
to absolutely believe in the "Words" of Prophet Jesus (PbuH) that he had clearly delivered before his death
(=qabla mawtihi) therein,
and to completely reject all the "Words" (such as that "Revelations" above) that were wrongfully attributed
to Prophet Jesus (PbuH) after his death
(=bada mawtihi) therein,
as we have clearly witnessed it in these most Essential and important Verses in QURAN TESTAMENT above:
4/158159 = 5/117 = 3/55

GOSPEL/INJEEL, John 9/45
==========
==========
7 Prophet Jesus (PbuH) said to his disciples: Nevertheless, I tell you the Truth:
It is to your advantage that I go away, for if I do not go away, the "Advocate" (=i.e. a specific reference to that
prime "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant" who is unmistakably foretold in TORAH and GOSPEL and QURAN,
as it is clearly and openly presented in the previous posts above) will not come to you.
But if I go, I will send "him" to you.
8 And when "he" comes,
"he" will convict the world concerning "Sin" and "Righteousness" and "Judgment":
9 concerning "Sin"; because they do not believe in me
(=葻.e. as we have clearly w葻tnessed 葻n "Quran Testament" above,
those who would not bel葻eve 葻n Jesus (PbuH) as an honorable Servant and Messenger of ALLAH
are comm葻tt葻ng such a d葻re "S⚗�n" =4/150151, 159)
10 concerning "Righteousness"; because I am going to the LORD, and you will see me no more
(=葻.e. as we have clearly w葻tnessed 葻n "Quran Testament" above,
after Prophet Jesus (PbuH) was "ra葻sed" by ALLAH towards HIMSELF there葻n (3/55 = 4/158),
thereafter he never returned and never contacted anyone on th葻s Earth there葻n aga葻n, 葻n no way, at all,
and w葻ll never return and never contact anyone, t葻ll the Day of Resurrect葻on, 葻n no way, at all: 5/117 = 3/55 = 4/159).
11 concerning "Judgment": because the(false)Ruler (=葻.e. Satan/Iblees) of th葻s world 葻s (to be) judged
(=葻.e. as we can clearly w葻tness 葻n "Quran Testament" aga葻n here (=38/7983)
that Satan/Iblees and h葻s followers, soon, and eventually, w葻ll thus R葻ghtfully be judged there葻n: 38/8488).
GOSPEL/INJEEL, John 16/711
==========

continues in the next post
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And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....
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I just don't get why the lastday3 is following narrations of Bukhari etc.,
just read the Gospel and listen to what it says about the AntiChrist
and then if you read the story of Bukhari etc. about the AntiChrist you see two different stories.
I think they just copy and pasted from the Gospel and added their own doctrine to it to influence people.

Salaam/Peace Adam,
I can clearly see that Prophet Jesus (PbuH) and thereafter finally, Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) delivered
basically the Similar/Same Message with regard to "AntiChrist" = "Messiah Dajjal,"
both of Them clearly foretold that there would arise many such "False Christs" = "Messiah Dajjals,"
in this Final Age, worldwide, first of all,
so, every Person who would wrongfully and blasphemously proclaim himself to be
"a JesusIncarnate and GODIncarnate; and thus an intrinsic Partner or/and a Piece/Portion/Share/Part of GOD!"
must be such a "False Christ" = "Messiah Dajjal," in this Final Age now,
as it is clearly and unmistakably foretold in QURAN TESTAMENT here: 25/43 & 6/93 & 5/1718 & .........
(and when/if they never repent and reform themselves, even till the very end of their lifespan here:
4/1718 = 25/43 & 6/93)
(*you can google 葻t or d葻rectly go to youtube and see many such "False Chr⚗�sts" = "Mess⚗�ah Dajjals"
each of them procla葻m葻ng h葻mself to be a JesusIncarnate and GODIncarnate,
even w葻th a s葻gn葻f葻cant number of followers (=f葻rst of all, 葻n Russ葻a, 葻n Ph葻ll葻p葻nes, 葻n Korea, .......... worldw葻de, now)
*******
And then, Prophet Jesus (PbuH) and thereafter finally, Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) delivered
basically the Similar/Same Message again also with regard to the "True Messiah" = "Messiah Rasool,"
both of Them clearly foretold that our Lord ALLAH would send
a preparing the way Messenger (as true Mahdee), first of all,
and immediately thereafter
the prime "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant" (as true Messiah), in this Final Age now.
(*we can clearly see the most Essential and important Verses, in this regard,
in GOSPEL, and thereafter finally, in QURAN TESTAMENT, clearly and openly, in the previous posts above.)
these "TwoMessengers" who have truthfully been sent by ALLAH above
(*please, absolutely see them in QURAN TESTAMENT 33/6468,
clearly and openly, in the previous post above)
have manifestly and unmistakably delivered this most Essential and Important MESSAGE for all Humanity,
in this Final Age now, first of all, thus:
Our Lord

ALLAH is ONE (=112/14);

HE is absolutely Different/Separate/Distinct above and beyond
all things (=i.e. all universe/s and whomever or whatever therein =19/65 = 70/4),
from the Eternity to the Eternity,
first of all,
so, nothing and no one can Never be compared / can Never be likened to HIM (=42/11),
and nothing and no one can Never be an intrinsic Partner, or a Piece/Portion/Share/Part of HIM (=43/15),

and nothing and no one can Never be a Spouse, or a Son / Daughter of HIM (=72/14).
This is the most Essential and Important Tenet of "Religion of Universal ISLAM"
(=i.e. "Surrender to The One God: ALLAH") above;
whoever rejects this most Essential and Important Tenet above,
will consequently be of such Losers. (=3/85 & 43/15 = 5/1718, .........)

And our Lord ALLAH has thus most Wisely and perfectly coded the Names of
HIS truthful "TwoMessengers" above, in QURAN TESTAMENT, thus:
preparing the way Messenger (="Rashad") is mentioned
in the whole QURAN TESTAMENT, here:
Chapter No. 18, Verse No. 10, 24 therein,
Chapter No. 72, Verse No. 10, 14, 21 therein.
prime "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant (=""Mateen") is mentioned
in the whole QURAN TESTAMENT, here:
Chapter No. 7, Verse No. 183 therein,
Chapter No. 68, Verse No. 45 therein.
So here they are,
in this "Most Wondrous" & "Most Miraculous" perfect Manner,
now here thus:
Rashad

Mateen

Chapter Chapter Chapter Chapter Chapter
18
>

18
>

72
<

72
<

Chapter Chapter

72
<

007
>
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>

and then
also
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Verse Verse

Verse Verse Verse Verse Verse

045 183
<
<
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>
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>
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>
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<

And
Thereafter
when we add up all of those same Chapter Numbers
and then
also all of those Verse Numbers therein above:
Mateen
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Chapter Chapter
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>

Chapter Chapter
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>
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<
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<

and then
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>
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<

=

=

=

=
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<
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x...
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x...

===============
*Please, absolutely note that
because that all of the number of digits are perfectly equal
(=i.e. all of them are perfectly twodigits)
for/in that "five Chapter and then five Verse Numbers" above, within that first Case therein,
so all of the number of digits are rightfully placed perfectly equal
(=i.e. all of them are essentially and perfectly threedigits)
for/in that "two Chapter and then two Verse Numbers" above, within that first Case again therein.
We can legitimately and rightfully place all of them essentially and perfectly as threedigits
in this specific manner therein: 007  183 & 068  045
because the biggest Chapter No. and the biggest Verse No. in QURAN TESTAMENT
are thus specifically threedigit Numbers (=114 & 286), respectively.

===============
by these most Superb and matchless Creation Designs of our One and Only Lord ALLAH,
from the very Beginning, here (72/28 = 74/30 = 78/29)!

continues in the next post
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And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....
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An English translation of the Quran 
3:3 He sent down to you the Book with the truth, authenticating what is between his hands;
and He sent down the Torah and the Gospel.

But where do we read that we should follow the books of Bukhari, Muslem, Ibn Madja, Tirmidhi, Abo Dawood and Nasai?
Are they prophets? Why are you attributing their words to God? Or to Mohammed?
Is it to justify the destruction of verse 128 and 129 of chapter 9?

Salaam/Peace Adam,
we clearly see in QURAN TESTAMENT, first of all,
that we should absolutely believe in the "Words" of Prophet Jesus (PbuH)
because those "Words" have thus perfectly been taught to him by our Lord ALLAH
as "Gospel = Injeel = GoodNews" therein,
and so also all truthful Christians should never abandon it
but they always must follow and judge therewith, first of all,
=QURAN TESTAMENT 3/84 = 5/4647, 6869
And we clearly find those "Words" of Prophet Jesus (PbuH) rightfully recorded
under the Watchful Eyes of ALLAH therein: 6/59 = 11/56
essentially in these 4 Books:
Matthew, and Mark, and Luke, and John
But I do Not follow what Matthew, or Mark, or Luke, or John have written
as their personal interpretations/comments/understandings therein,
but I absolutely follow exclusively and only what Prophet Jesus (PbuH) rightfully said,
by the Commandment of ALLAH unto him therein,
and I understand/perceive/interpret all of those "Words" of Prophet Jesus (PbuH),
absolutely and only in the Light of QURAN TESTAMENT here:
The Words of Prophet Jesus (PbuH)
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id168.html
http://www.19covenant19.com/cms/images/dosyalarim/BIBLICAL3.pdf

And thereafter, in exact similar/same manner above,
we clearly see in QURAN TESTAMENT, first of all,
that we should absolutely believe in the "Words" of Prophet Muhammad (PbuH)
because those "Words" have thus perfectly been taught to him by our Lord ALLAH
as the "clearexplanation (=bayaan) of the Quran = Reading" therein (Sura AlNahl, Ayat 44)
and so all truthful Arabs (=i.e. Children of Ishmael in Makkah and Arabia therein:
Sura AlBaqarah, Ayat 127129 = Sura AlShoora, Ayat 7)
should never abandon it but they always must follow it therein and judge therewith,
=QURAN TESTAMENT 33/40 = 5/6869
And so, we clearly find those "Words" of Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) rightfully recorded
under the Watchful Eyes of ALLAH therein again: 6/59 = 11/56
essentially in these 6 Books:
Bukhari, and Muslim, and Abi Dawud, and Ibn Majah, and Tirmdhi, and Nasai
But again, I do Not follow what Bukhari, or Muslim, or Abi Dawud, or Ibn Majah,
or Tirmdhi, or Nasai have written as their personal interpretations/comments/understandings therein,
but I absolutely follow exclusively and only what Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) rightfully said,
by the Commandment of ALLAH unto him therein,
and I understand/perceive/interpret all of those "Words" of Prophet Muhammad (PbuH),
absolutely and only in the Light of QURAN TESTAMENT, Rightfully, here again:

The Words of Prophet Muhammad (PbuH)
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id170.html
http://www.19covenant19.com/cms/images/dosyalarim/BIBLICAL4.pdf

Quote from: Adam The Warner on December 17, 2016, 04:39:31 AM

Is it to justify the destruction of verse 128 and 129 of chapter 9?

I strongly believe that these Verses: 128 and 129
rightfully and perfectly belong to QURAN, Sura AlTawbah therein, first of all.
I never reject them.
Because I strongly believe that
QURAN (rightfully including Sura AlTawbah, Verses: 128 and 129 therein)
with its most Superb and matchless "Literary" Composition has been Perfectly
sent down by our Lord ALLAH, and thus clearlyexplained by Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) therein
(=Sura AlNahl, Ayat 44),
due to its Regional "Literary" Language above specifically for One Nation: Arabs (=i.e. Children of Ishmael
in Makkah and Arabia therein:
(*please, clearly see it here: Sura AlBaqarah, Ayat 127129 = Sura AlShoora, Ayat 7 =
Sura AlFussilat, Ayat 3)
and QURAN TESTAMENT (rightfully including Chapter/Sura: 9, Verses: 1 ......... 127 therein now)
with its most Superb and matchless "Mathematic/Scientific" Composition
has been Perfectly sent down by our Lord ALLAH, and thus clearlyexplained by the long awaited and anticipated
"Mahdee" descendant of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) herein (=16/44),
due to its Universal "Mathematic/Scientific" Language above for All Nations, Worldwide, in this Final Age now
=QURAN TESTAMENT 13/7 & 21/107112 & 42/7 & ........

For this Reason, Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) specifically foretold about
his long awaited and anticipated "Mahdee" descendant (=i.e. that prime "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,
unmistakably foretold in TORAH and GOSPEL and QURAN, as it is clearly and openly presented in the previous posts above)
here again thus:
==========
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said:
If only one Day of this World remained, ALLAH would lengthen that Day,
till HE sends a "Man" therein who is
from me, from my family (=i.e. his "Mahdee" descendant above),
whose name will agree with my name (=i.e. "Muhammad" & "Ahmad")
whose father's name will agree with my father's name (=i.e. "Abdullah"),
and he will be "similar" (="yushbihu") to me (=i.e. Prophet Muhammad, PbuH) with regard to
QURANICText (=alKhuluq; this specific term indicates especially QURANICText,
in the first place, here: Sura AlQalam, Ayat 14)

=====
*So, here is the (Universal Modern Arabic) QURANICText that is (not exactly the same,
but) essentially "similar" to this (Regional Traditional Arabic) QURANICText above,
for all Peoples, worldwide, in this Final Age now:

QURAN TESTAMENT
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id173.html

=====
but he will not be "similar" to me (=i.e. Prophet Muhammad again, PbuH) with regard to
QURANICDecrees (=alKhalq; this specific term indicates especially QURANICDecrees,
in the first place, here: Sura AlQasas, Ayat 68 = AlAhzab, Ayat 36)

=====
*So, here is the (Universal Modern Arabic) QURANICDecrees that is
essentially not so "similar" to this (Regional Traditional Arabic) QURANICDecrees above,
for all Peoples, worldwide, in this Final Age now:
QURAN TESTAMENT
(*Please, certainly see the Introduction therein, in this regard, first of all.)
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id165.html

=====
and thus he will fill the Earth with "Equity" and "Justice"
as it has been filled with "chaos" and "discord" (before the Advent of it).
Sunan Abi Dawud, Book 38, Hadith 4
==========
==========
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said:
...... He (=i.e. his "Mahdee" descendant above again) will equitably distribute
the properties/possessions (=2/215, 219 & 8/41),
and will govern the people by the Instructions (=Sunnah) of their Prophet (PbuH)
=====
*he will strongly recommend to all Jews (=i.e. Children of Israel, in Jerusalem and Israel) to follow
the Decrees/Judgments in TORAH written unto them,
as clearly delivered to them by their Prophet (=Moses) (PbuH) therein;
*he will strongly recommend to all Christians (=i.e. Followers of Jesus, in Vatican City) to follow
the Decrees/Judgments in GOSPEL written unto them,
as clearly delivered to them by their Prophet (=Jesus) (PbuH) therein;
*he will strongly recommend to all Arabs (=i.e. Children of Ishmael, in Makkah and Arabia) to follow
the Decrees/Judgments in QURAN written unto them,
as clearly delivered to them by their Prophet (=Muhammad) (PbuH) therein.
=QURAN TESTAMENT 5/4445 & 5/4647 & 33/40 = 5/6869
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id165.html

=====
and (thus) he will preach "Islam" (=i.e. "Surrender" to
here: 3/8485) in its Essence, unto Earth.

ALLAH Alone in this Rightful manner

He will remain seven years, then will be takenaway, and all "Surrenders" (to
will support/pray over him (here thus =37/181182).

ALLAH Alone here =3/8485)

Sunan Abi Dawud, Book 38, Hadith 8
==========

Remain in peace/salaam.

_______________________________________________________________

